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INTRODUCTION.

We decided to stick to our northern theme and chose Denmark.
Our cruise this year was, as usual, ambitious. At least it was
ambitious at the planning stage, in front of the log fire, in
January. As we started to read the excellent logs from the log
library, the itinerary grew. I wanted to see Anholt. Brian
thought we might get as far as Bornholm. It seemed a pity not
to call in, if only briefly to Sweden. Limfjord sounded too
good to miss. The list was growing.

It seemed perfectly possible and this time we had three weeks.
We would be sure to manage it all! In a fit of enthusiasm I
sent off for Danish and Swedish courtesy ensigns. The pilot
book advised buying Danish charts after arrival, so our
planning was done from the road maps. The Danish tourist board
supply good ones.

The DFDS ferry from Harwich to Esbjerg is very expensive, so
we opted for the long drive. Getting Danish currency in UK
seems difficult. Our bank wanted two weeks notice, so we left
it to the border. When we were there the exchange rate was
roughly 11 Kroner to the pound. We dug out the old check list
and amended it for this trip. (This list and other useful
addresses are included in the bibliography at the end.)

Trying to locate an appropriate shipping forecast was a
problem. We did eventually find one on Radio Denmark after the
news in English, at 8.15 am. When it was read by Klair
Klaussen it included wind strength and direction, even though
it was primarily a land forecast. Otherwise we had to rely on
extrapolating from the British shipping forecast, which we
were able to pick up easily. We should probably have been
using the German forecasts but we had not got the times or
frequencies with us. Brackenbury's pilot suggested asking a
passing Dane. But in our isolated anchorages this was not
possible. We had been given details of the equivalent of their
"Marine Call" but access to a phone was also a problem. Our
chances of understanding a forecast in Danish was nil. They do
have a good long range forecast on Sunday mornings at 11.50 am
on LW 245 or MW 1062. But it is in Danish; we tried listening
and the only thing we could understand was kuling. This is a
wind of force 6-8.
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FRIDAY JULY 20TH.

We caught the overnight ferry from Felixstowe to Zeebrugge. We
had a cabin and got our heads down as soon as possible,
remembering that one is tossed off at an ungodly hour at the
other end.

SATURDAY JULY 21ST.

We decided not to rush the journey north and to include it as

part of the holiday. We were therefore able to stop for a
second breakfast with an easy conscience. We drove through
Belgium, Holland and Germany. On the German autobahn they have
good rastplatz for picnics but not a lot of service stations.

Luckily the food had been packed where we could get at it.

As we continued our leisurely journey northwards we became
aware of a police car overtaking. Brian gave him a cheery
wave. I dutifully slowed to 60 mph and followed him for a
while until ordered to stop. Having ascertained that we did
not speak German. He proceeded to explain, in fluent English
that the speed limit in Germany when towing is 80 k or 50 mph.
Having assured him that we were not intentionally breaking the

law he let us off. We now had to proceed at a more sober rate,
which put a bit of a damper on things. But we were lucky not
to have been fined on the spot.

We resolved that another time we should check the speed
restrictions before leaving home. We now looked up our
information on Denmark. Things are even more dismal there
70 k or 44 mph when towing. It was lucky we had decided not to
rush.

The day was warm and sunny so we cooled off with some piggy
ice creams. We spent the night in a pleasant campsite south of
Hamburg.

SUNDAY JULY 22ND.

We continued towards the Danish border; where we tried to find
out the frequency for the shipping forecast. Unfortunately the
girl in the tourist information had no idea. We had decided to
launch in Limfjord. Having turned 6ff the main road at Vejle,
we found a relaxed campsite soon after. The weather was
becoming increasingly windy. A few ominous clouds were
appearing. It would be too unfair if the lovely weather broke
now.
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Loading Lantana at Struer launch slip



MONDAY JULY 23RD.

WIND WNW FORCE 5

We had decided to launch at Struer. We assumed they would have
a slip as the pilot described two yacht harbours. The first
thing we did on arrival was to check out the slips, there were
two. The second slip seemed alright but we were a little
worried about the steepness.

We decided to go and find charts first. The chandlery nearby
was not very well stocked. We managed to get one of the charts
we needed. They suggested a bookshop in town where we could
try. The bookshop was much better, they had an extensive
range. We also discovered that the charts come in two sizes.
Unfortunately we had already bought a large expensive chart;
but we were able to get the rest in the smaller scale, cheaper
version. The detail is exactly the same and the smaller ones
were more manageable. We needed about twelve charts to cover
the whole area; so we decided to get half of them to start
with. We later regretted not having purchased enough charts
for the whole trip. The pilot assured us that charts were
available everywhere and this was confirmed by the bookshop.
Thereafter we were not to be quite so lucky.

The wind seemed very strong; so as part of the delaying
tactics we decided on lunch next. Afterwards we tried to find
someone in the yacht club to arrange for launching. The place
was deserted but the barman in the restaurant said there would
be no problem.

Because of the steepness of the slip we decided to load
Lantana after we had launched. When we took the cover off, we
discovered that one of the shock cords, had worn right through
the paint and bare wood was showing. On the end grain of the
transom where it abuts a chine. We sealed it with Araldite as
we did not want water soaking into the hull. As we were
launching some Swiss yachtsmen gave us a hand. Even so it was
quite a fast launch. Then we set about loading all the gear.
There was plenty of space to park the car and as there was
still no one at the yacht club, we left them a thankyou note
and details of the car in the public car park alongside.

When it came to leaving we both admitted that we were feeling
a little anxious. We set off at a spanking pace with two reefs
in the main and the genoa. We had the jib shackled on, lying
across the foredeck. This speeds up changing foresails. If it
is that rough, you do not want to be out on the fore deck too
long. To avoid going onto the foredeck at all you have to
loose luff the genoa. This reduces her windward performance
but is sometimes worthwhile.



We headed north, passing to the west of Vent. After dodging
the ferry we began to settle down. We then realised we could
shake out one of the reefs. I had thought we could pass under
a bridge, connecting Jegindp to Thyholm. Rather late I noticed
that it was a causeway, so we had to go round the island.
Jegind Tap stretches a long way off the island and we scraped
our way over it. Wherever there is shallower water the local
fishermen have eel net posts and fishing net buoys. At first
we found them obstructive; but we learnt to use them as
additional channel markers. We then sailed round the back of
Jegindo to anchor for the night in Tambosound.

Because of the almost total lack of tide, we were able to get
very close-in to the shore. Thyholm gave us good protection
from the wind. We had supper as the light faded. We noticed
that it stayed light longer than in England, a benefit of
being at 56 40 N.

DISTANCE SAILED 17 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 16 MILES
STRUER TO THYHOLM
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Sailing Sund lunch anchorage with - dodger se

salling Sund lunch anchorage with wind dodger set



TUESDAY JULY 24TH-

WIND NE FORCE 4

We had been intending to continue northwest but decided that;
as this was to be a relaxing holiday, we would go down wind.
We headed up Sailing Sund towards Fur. As luck always goes,
after only six miles, the wind went round into the northeast
and we were beating.

We anchored just before the road bridge for lunch. Although it
was sunny, there was a strong wind. We were pleased for the
protection our spray dodger gave us. We initially made the
dodger for use under sail. We rapidly found it was best used
when at anchor, as a wind break. It does not work well when
sailing as the weight of water tends to flatten it. over the
years it has grown in size. one can now sit on the side
benches and still be totally out of the wind. The only
situation where it does not work is when the boat is tide
rode. Not a problem in the Baltic.

The water was extremely clear and during lunch we watched the
marine life moving by. There were large numbers of jelly fish
in all colours and sizes.

Having studied several yachts pass under the bridge, we worked
out which span we were supposed to go through. We continued
beating back and forth across the sound. It seemed to go on
for ages. At this time of year, the stream in Limfjord was
supposed to be going our way but we were beginning to have our
doubts. Eventually we were able to free off down Fur Sund. We
anchored for the night off Fur, in Pulse Vig.

It was a warm sunny evening and we wandered around the harbour
looking at the other boats. They were packed in like sardines
and we were pleased we had chosen to anchor out. As we ate our
supper on board the smell of other peoples' barbecues wafted
by.

DISTANCE SAILED 26 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 20 MILES
THYHOLM TO FUR



Pulse Vig anchorage Fur



Exploring Fur by bicycle

..



WEDNESDAY JULY 25TH-

WIND NE FORCE 4 - actual
LIGHT TO MODERATE NE - radio

We decided to explore the island by bicycle. We were able to
hire them from the harbour, 25 KCr for three hours. our first
stop was the church. It had a splendid site on a mound
overlooking the sea. It was painted white; we found all their
churches painted white. The grave yard was very striking.
Instead of grass between the graves they were surrounded by
gravel. They had various conifers and flowering shrubs planted
on them. The whole area was beautifully kept, there were two
people working on it. The gravel was carefully raked and no
sign of a weed. The influence of the sea in Danish life, was
evident from the grave stones. Inside the church they had a
model ship hanging with the candelabra. The pews were painted
in soothing pastel shades.

The next stop was the museum. Here we learnt all about moler.
This is a light weight porous clay. It consists mainly of
shells of microscopic diatoms which lived in the sea. with
fossilized remains of fish, terrestrial plants, insects and
land birds. It was formed 50 million years ago when Denmark
was under water. It only occurs in western Limfjord and is
seen as coastal cliffs.

We soon ran out of roads and put the bikes through their off
road paces. We explored a picturesque footpath along the north
of the island. We were dismayed to see that most of the
remaining moler was being excavated. They were turning it into
bricks and tiles.

We restocked our food from a shop near the harbour. After
lunch we set sail for Livt. Thanks to the northeasterly wind
we were beating again. We started out with the genoa and one
reef. We were later able to shake out the reef.

We tacked to avoid Middlegrund. According to the chart it
should have been covered but in fact was dry. Beware - the
Danish charts are drawn for mean sea level rather than lowest
astronomical tide. Throughout Limfjord the water level seemed
lower than expected. We assumed this was due to the high
pressure we were enjoying.

We had a brilliant sparkling sail. As we tacked along Liv Tap
we saw a lot of birds in the Vildtreservat. Because of the
wind direction, we had decided to anchor off the west coast,
rather than go into the harbour on the east side. After a brew
up we collected wood for a barbecue. There were only two other



boats in the anchorage. We watched the sun set over the dying

embers of our tire and sipped a mug of neat malt ....

DISTANCE SAILED 12 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 6 MILES

DISTANCE CYCLED 9 MILES

FUR TO LIVtO



THURSDAY JULY 26TH-

WIND NE FORCE 3-4
LIGHT TO MODERATE E

It was so warm that the first thing we did was have a swim.
Even Brian who likes it hot agreed it was very pleasant.
Afterwards we walked across to the harbour. There was a lot of
swell coming in. It would not have been a comfortable place to
spend the night. The tiny harbour was very crowded and those
boats trying to leave, were finding it difficult.

The island was originally an asylum for the criminally insane.
The buildings are now used to house groups of holiday makers.
We came across a group of calypso dancers rehearsing in the
open air. In the village there was a very small shop. There
were toilets in the harbour but no showers.

The island is beautiful. We walked all round it on woodland
paths. The wild flowers were wonderful. We saw deer roaming
freely. After lunch back on the boat we had another swim. In
the lee of the island it was very warm but we knew that when
we set sail it would be cold and wet. We therefore got dressed
up in full oilskins before leaving. We also put on our
harnesses, we always wear our harnesses then one can attach
the lifelines quickly if needed. If we are going offshore we
attach the lines whatever the conditions.

We set off with one reef, we were able to shake this out
fairly soon. We had a spirited sail with quite a lot of water
coming on board. As we tacked towards Aggersund, we thought we
might be able to cheat and hold up to windward. Outside the
channel the water was too shallow and we had to free off. We
decided to stop at L0gstor. We made a preliminary pass across
the entrance to see what there was inside. We would have the
wind behind us so we did not want to go in too fast. We
dropped the main and came in under genoa. We chose the
smallest boat we could, to tie alongside. This enabled us to
reach the shore more easily than clambering up from Lantana.
Harbour dues were 10 Kr for us, with free showers. There was a
lot of winking involved, so we assume it should have been
more.

DISTANCE SAILED 18 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 10 MILES
LIVO TO LOGST0R
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Leaving Livt



FRIDAY JULY 27TH-

We were horrified to see men sitting around the harbour
already the worse for drink in the early morning. We explored
Logstor and did some shopping. Not a very interesting town;
but a good variety of shops. There was a small area of old
fishing cottages and cobbled streets. But they had been over
restored, so looked rather modern. We discovered that Danish
pastries, in their own country are 100% better than those
here. We enjoyed a leisurely coffee and pastry on board before
leaving.

Before L+gst$r, Limfjord is deep and wide, after this, it is
much narrower and shallower. I think it is due to the silting
up of the mouth of the fjord. We found a similar situation in
Mariager fjord; but in Mariager fjord the sea had not broken
through at the western end as it has done at Thyboron.

When we woke up the wind was from the west. We missed the
forecast and we could hardly believe the change in our luck. A
following wind at last! We set off towards the bridge. It was
an opening bridge. One is supposed to indicate one's wish to
go through by flying the flag N. We did not have the right
flag. Would they open the bridge for a mere dinghy?

You may ask why we did not just lower our mast. We have a very
heavy wooden mast that we use when cruising. We find it
difficult to get enough tension on the forestay when using our
mast lowering rope extension. As we do not have a highfield
on our genoa halyard we cannot apply the tension that way. So
when cruising offshore we prefer to have our forestay properly
fixed to the stemhead.

Despite my fears there were other boats waiting to go through.
We did not have long to wait. The pilot book did not explain
the light system. We decided to watch the other boats
carefully. When the bridge opened the boats on our side made a
dash for it, we followed. One of the boats coming the other
way also went for it. He was obviously in the wrong as he got
shouted at. We later worked out the system. 1 Fixed Red means
"wait"; 2 Flashing Red, E-W traffic "prepare"; 2 Fixed Red, E-
W "go"; 3 Flashing Red, W-E "prepare"; 3 Fixed Red, W-E "go".

After the bridge we ran down wind. We found we were leaving a
large yacht behind. He was obviously upset and hoisted his
spinnaker. We followed suit and continued to hold our own. We
had lunch lying on the bottom boards. For the first time while
sailing, this trip, we had too many clothes on and stripped
off a few layers. The countryside was lovely; woods, fields
and windmills. After only 10 miles the wind dropped so we
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anchored for a swim. There were a lot of jelly fish in the
water. If you brushed against them they did not sting but felt
rather unpleasant.

After a while the wind returned; light and from the east. We
settled down for a slow beat. The channel now was narrow with
a lot of shallow water at the edges. We watched a yacht that
had run aground being dragged off by a powerful motor boat.
Because of the lack of tides running aground is not a good
idea. The countryside was quiet and rural rather like the
Norfolk broads. The only difference being the windmills, which
come in large groups and are sleek modern and functional. No
old fashioned windmills with wooden sails.

As it was getting late we had a whisky and nibbles as we
sailed along. We anchored just west of Alborg for the night.
Just outside the channel there was shallow water with a sandy
bottom covered with seaweed. We felt safely out of the way of
any craft moving around after dark.

DISTANCE SAILED 35 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 22 MILES

LQGSTOR TO ALBORG

-~~~~~~



Danish windmills
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SATURDAY JULY 28TH.

WIND LIGHT SE

We set off in sunshine in shorts and T-shirts with full sail
set and close hauled. The only other boats on the move were
sensibly going downwind. Alborg is a large city with a busy
dockside and several bridges. The first was a railway bridge
and as this was open, we went straight through. The next was a
road bridge. There were two other boats waiting so we sailed
around waiting. The lights started flashing so we set off row-
sailing into the wind as fast as we could. Just as we were
under the main span, the bridge started to close on top of us!
Hysteria set in on Lantana. Brian started to back row. The
mast was about to be crunched when we realised there was a
good 10 foot clearance. The bridge operator clearly enjoyed
the fun and must have thought we were real idiots sailing
around waiting to go through. But neither the pilot nor our
chart 106 gave the clearance. I think you needed the even more
detailed chart 107 for this.

Having rounded Bredhage we started beating again. There was
quite a lot of other traffic now, including a tripper boat
that seemed determined to get a close view of us. We foolishly
delayed putting on our oilskins and got wet. Never be fooled
by bright sunshine, it is always best to be overdressed.

We anchored for lunch and dried off. Afterwards we continued
to beat until at the very last bend, we were able to free off
for Hals. As we approached Hals we saw for the first time a
small boat, about 18 foot, that we later nicknamed "motoring
tent". At this point he was motoring along with his fore sail
set and going rather slower than us. We never saw him with a
main sail up and wondered if he had one. In harbour he covered
his cockpit with a tent, while a family of four, plus a dog
appeared from the small cabin. The accomodation was so cramped
that the dog was chained up on the quayside over night.

We spent the night in the harbour at Hals. There was a flat
rate charge for boats up to 10 m of 46 Kr. We had to do battle
with mooring to stern posts for the first time. The idea is to
have two stern lines ready before you come into the berth.
These lines are then dropped over the posts as you approach
the pontoon and you then set a pair of forward lines onto the
pontoon. We watched a couple of lads perform this manoeuvre
going downwind under full sail. Very impressive when it works.
We dropped all sail and paddled very gently in. There is
supposed to be a green card system operating to show the spare
berths. we did not find it helpful and tried to find a vacant
berth, among the smaller boats. Berths without permanent



tenders or fixed shore lines were a good bet.

After supper we went ashore to explore the town. We thought it
a very pretty place. In the market square there were the jaw
bones from a huge whale that weighed about 90,000 kg. It had
been caught in 1860.

When we got back to the harbour one of the berth holders was
in the process of trying to throw the harbour master into the
harbour. It seems he had returned to his berth, after dark and
under sail; only to find it occupied by a large power boat.

DISTANCE SAILED 30 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 20 MILES
0

ALBORG TO HALS

Leaving Hals



SUNDAY JULY 29TH.

WIND LIGHT TO MODERATE W

We had the first rain of the trip during the night. In the
morning it was looking very misty so we were in no rush. There
was an excellent supermarket in the harbour that was open so
we restocked. There was also a chandlery where we got the
chart for Mariager fjord. We also purchased an N flag, blue
and white chequered. We could not get one as small as our
courtesy ensign so it rather dominated it. By the time we had
prepared sandwiches and a thermos, the sun was shining. We
left at 12.10 heading first out to Hals Barre, then down the
coast. The wind direction tempted us to head straight out to
Anholt. We redid the navigation and worked out that we would
not get there until after dark. Also once out at Anholt, we
would not feel like coming back to explore Mariager fjord. It
was said to be very beautiful and well worth a visit, so we
stuck to our plan. We checked our speed with the Dutchman's
log: 4.25 knots, ETA at the entrance to Maniager fjord was
16.15 hours.

We broad reached down the coast, about 5 miles offshore. I
tried the fishing line but without success. I do not know what
I was doing wrong, but despite a lot of trying, I caught
nothing all holiday. What was galling was seeing other people
having great success. Just off the entrance to Mariager fjord
the wind died away. We arrived at 16.20. Not bad! As it did
so, a cloud of insects were deposited all over us. They seem
to have been blown off the land. Luckily they were not the
biting kind. The sandbanks stretch out to sea a long way here.
There were people wandering around about 4 miles off shore and
even tents pitched. We were horrified, but then remembered
with no tide, it was quite safe. We anchored and had a brew up
just outside the channel. The sandy bottom was covered with
mussels. As we were only in 2 foot of water we were easily
able to harvest some for supper.

When the wind picked up again we beat into the fjord. The
entrance channel was narrow and winding but very well buoyed.
We were lucky in that we had some tide with us. We anchored
for the night off Haveno Lovnkoer in 18" of water. We had been
impressed by the leading lights all the way up the channel.
Suddenly we discovered why it was so well marked. A large
coaster came powering up. As it approached all our water was
sucked away and we were suddenly sitting on the bottom, then
the water surged back and we were afloat again.

The peace returned and we settled down to enjoy a leisurely
supper. As we finished our mussels we threw the empty shells



over the side and the crabs fought over the tastier morsels,
It was an idyllic spot, green hills, sandy islands, blue sky
and birds singing in the trees. No one in sight until a
catamaran turned up and tried to anchor near us. Luckily after
making a lot of noise they decided against it and we were left
in peace.

DISTANCE SAILED 30 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 25 MILES

HALS TO MARIAGER FJORD

Jelly fish in the clear water



MONDAY JULY 30TH.

WIND LIGHT TO MODERATE W

We continued to tack up the fjord. Once outside the marker
posts it was very shallow and we tacked as soon as the
centreboard touched. There are beautiful woods along the banks
and sparkling sunshine. The wind was quite gusty.

We had a bridge to negotiate at Hadsund so hoisted our new N
flag. We had to wait so had plenty of time to plan tactics as
we tacked back and forth in front of it. There was quite a
strong stream running against us plus a strong headwind. I
took the helm with Brian ready to use the oars. The road
barriers closed and the bridge began to open. I hoped to be
able to hold a starboard tack straight through. As we
approached the bridge the funnelling effect on the wind
necessitated us both sitting out to prevent the mast catching
the opposite wall. Then suddenly we were in a wind shadow and
not moving. Brian dived for the oars and rowed like a demon.
Then the wind returned hard on the nose and we were going
nowhere, the walls of the bridge looked very rough and
threatening. When you have a wooden mast these situations are
potentially disastrous. Row row row, tack tack tack, it seemed
to go on forever. The size of the traffic jam was increasing.
I was all for abandoning it, but this provoked a frenzy of
activity from Brian and at last we were inching forward. As we
cleared the bridge a watching motorist called down "Well
done". We avoided looking at the bridge keeper who was no
doubt cross. We continued until we were out of site of our
disgrace and dropped the hook for lunch.

It was now overcast and very windy. After lunch we continued
up the fjord and were soon in deep water. Now we were able to
make long tacks across the whole of the fjord. We sailed into
Maniager and tied up on the dinghy staging. There were the
usual group of locals drinking beer on the harbour side.
Although they spoke no English we were able to arrange to
leave Lantana for a couple of hours. Maniager is a very
picturesque village, with cobbled streets and timbered houses.
We went ashore with enough clothes on for the head wind and
suddenly realised there was a heat wave. We cooled down with
ice creams. We stocked up on Danish pastries and discovered
the delights of Sild. This is raw marinated herring and they
serve it in various delicious sauces; sour cream, curry,
tomato were some of our favourites.

After exploring Maniager we broad reached across to Lovedal on
the opposite shore. we anchored in a sandy bay with good
protection from the west. After supper we waded ashore for a



walk. There were a herd of almost wild ponies roaming along
the foreshore. We were driven back to the boat by a swarm of
flying ants.

DISTANCE SAILED 26 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 13 MILES
MARILAGER FJORD

Mar iager



TUESDAY JULY 31ST.

WIND LIGHT TO MODERATE N/NW

We beat to the head of the fjord in a force 4/5 W. The banks
were now steep-to and heavily wooded, more as we had expected
a fjord should look like, than the sandy banks at the mouth.
We sheltered behind the wind dodger for coffee at Hobro in
bright sunshine. The town did not look too inviting so we did
not go ashore. We then turned about and ran back down wind. on
the Dutchman's log we recorded 6.2 knots at one point. We
averaged 5 knots for the run all the way back down to the
mouth; excluding time at anchor for lunch. We were overtaking
the waves and surfing down the back of some of them. A
stunning, breathtaking sail.

After lunch we put in a reef as we had to tackle the bridge
again. This time with the wind and stream in our favour the
danger was ramming the bridge. We hoisted the N flag and
crossed our fingers. We had to wait about 15 minutes and held
our station with a combination of heaving-to and tacking when
the bridge got too close. As we passed through, the bridge
keeper came out for a chat. "Going better this time" he called
with a big grin. So he obviously was not too upset after our
last passage.

The rest of the trip to the mouth seemed to pass in a flash.
In the gusts we were on the limit and steering became a little
alarming. It was a fizzing sail and the banks were rushing by.
We had decided we wanted to be near the mouth for the next
day's passage to Anholt. The disadvantage was that in the
strong wind there was not much protection. We thrashed about
at anchor while we prepared for the next day and checked the
boat over. After the heavy conditions that we had been having
we were keen to take the mast down and check the fittings at
the hounds. But the conditions were too rough for that. We had
to content ourselves with a visual inspection with the help of
the binoculars.

Because of the lack of tide the navigation was easier than
normal. We copied the relevant information into the waterproof
notebook. We decided to leave as early as possible so as to
arrive in daylight. We prepared sandwiches and wrapped them in
cling film to speed up our departure. As night fell the wind
dropped and we had a comfortable night. This helped to soothe
our nerves for the following day's passage offshore.

DISTANCE SAILED 32 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 26 MILES
MARIAGER FJORD
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WEDNESDAY AUGUST 1ST.

We were up at 06.00 and were all ready to go by 08.00 but
decided to wait for the forecast. Horrors, no Klair Klaussen
and her stand-in just said "sunny everywhere". No wind
strength or direction! oh well the British synopsis sounded
settled; High south Britain 1026 expected German Bight 1030 by
13.00 tomorrow.

Because of the lack of tide we should have been able to set a
single course and hold it. We were worried about the effect of
an unpredictable stream though. The pilot explains which way
the stream is likely to be going in various wind situations.
We found it all rather confusing and were therefore prepared
to be swept all over the place. Even 1/2 knot stream across
our course could make a lot of difference. We would miss
Anholt by 5 miles. Perhaps we should steer upwind of our
course? But the pilot said the stream is north flowing except
in a westerly. If we steered upwind and the stream set us
northwards we might be 10 miles north of Anholt. We resolved
to take plenty of back bearings to try and asses what the
stream was doing to us early on.

8.25 weighed anchor
9.16 passed last entrance channel green buoy

set course 090 M, distance to Anholt 42 miles
9.40 speed 4.5 knots 0 0
9.45 bearings plotted; green buoy 270 , Als church 280

Grena headland 140
10.24 speed 4.3 knots
10.28 bearings plotted; Als 282 , Grena 150
10.45 bearings plotted; Als church 2800, Grena 155
10.50 passed coaster "Meteor" at anchor
11.00 bearings plotted; Als 282 , Grena 158
11.30 speed 4.5 knots
13.15 Grena headland bearing 205
13.20 Anholt radar tower faintly visible
13.50 speed 5.1 knots
14.04 lost mainland
15.10 speed 5 knots
16.35 harbour entrance
16.45 dropped anchor

Average speed for the passage: 5 knots; this would suggest
that perhaps our Dutch log under-reads.

The wind was NNW force 3/4 so we started off on a beam reach,
with full sail. During the day it veered to NW so we came onto
a close reach and ended close hauled. The visibility was good,
about 12 miles, so we were never out of sight of land. Due to
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the flatness of the land we were leaving, finding suitable
landmarks from which to take back bearings was difficult. It
was impossible to be sure which bit of Grena headland one was
looking at. After the first couple of hours we were fairly
confident that there was no appreciable stream. But we were
still very pleased when we saw Anholt radar tower, right on
the nose. As always with landfalls it was difficult at £.irst
to be sure what one was looking at and for a while we thought
it was a boat's mast. There were no other yachts doing the
same passage as us. We saw some going south to Grena and as we
approached Anholt several boats appeared from the north. Some
coming from Hals, some from Sweden.

We sailed into the inner harbour to see if we could find a
berth. The arrangement here was bow-to the pontoon, stern-to
your anchor. We scrabbled around and got our folding stern
anchor assembled. The harbour already seemed very full, we
estimated there were two hundred boats. We decided to anchor
in the outer harbour on a gradually shelving sandy beach
instead. This was much quieter and we did not get charged
anything. I think there was a flat rate of 100 Kr in the
harbour. A friendly Dane immediately came down and offered to
help us roll up the beach. He recognised the Wayfarer and told
us that they had some in his sailing club in Copenhagen. He
made complimentary remarks about our passage, which always
goes down well! The `untenable scend"l mentioned in the pilot
was not in evidence so we stayed at anchor.

After putting up the tent we went and gawped at all the big
yachts in the harbour. This was the only place on the whole
trip, that we saw a British boat and as it had a Chinese name,
we did not feel this counted. The rest of the yachts were
Danish, Swedish and German. We found that most boats we met
were modest in size. Anything with a draft over 1.75 metres
would have difficulty getting into a lot of the harbours.

We rounded off the day with an excellent fish meal, in a
restaurant overlooking the harbour.

DISTANCE SAILED AND MADE GOOD 42.5 MILES
MARIAGER TO ANHOLT
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THURSDAY AUGUST 2ND.

Our Danish friend told us Anholt was a very beautiful island.
He had been visiting it for his holidays for twenty years. It
certainly lived up to expectations. But before we headed off
to explore, we dicided to do some chores.

The showers were free and there was unlimited hot water. By
using a bucket one was therefore able to have hot water to
wash the clothes. We restocked our food from a good shop on
the harbour side and enjoyed fresh bread and pastries baked on
the premises. Then we were free to hire bicycles and explore
the island. The bikes were a little decrepid. I had a bent
front wheel, Brian had a bent back wheel. While cycling on
tarmac this was disconcerting but once onto the tracks we no
longer felt the revolving bumps.

First we cycled up a steep hill, to the village in the centre
of the island . At the tourist office we got a map. We
explored another very attractive church with painted box pews
and a hanging ship. The island is covered with delightful
pine forests full of flowers, birds and butterflies. The smell
of the pine needles was quite intoxicating. Behind the main
part of the island is a sandy tail which is covered in desert
scrub. This area is gradually being extended as more sand is
deposited by the sea. This is because the prevailing winds are
from the south west and they create a current. We wandered all
over the place and had lunch and a swim at Sonderstrand and
another swim at Nordstrand.

The long range forecast promised the north westerly winds
would last for another three days. We settled down to plan our
next day's passage. We decided to head for Molle on the
Swedish headland of Kullen. From there we hoped to pass on
down the sound and visit Ven, a Swedish island. Imagine our
horror, when no sooner had we finished our navigation, the
wind swung into the south. A quick trip to the harbour office
confirmed a changed forecast of SE in the east and SW in the
west.

we had planned a barbecue but open fires were prohibited
because of the fire risk. Although we carry a barbecue grill,
we have not found anywhere in Lantana to store the base, so we
cooked on board. We watched a marvellous florid-red sun sink
over the harbour wall.

DISTANCE CYCLED 7 MILES
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FRIDAY AUGUST 3RD.

LIGHT SW/SE

We woke at 05.00. Not a breath of wind, but a beautiful pastel
dawn. Lots of boats were preparing to leave and we watched
them motor off. It was difficult to be in a hurry with no
prospect of moving.

6.30 departed
7.00 speed 4.7 knots, course 230 M
8.00 tacked course 130 M
8.40 speed 4 knots
10.00 speed 4.3 knots
11.06 speed 3.8 knots
11.26 course 125' M
12.15 speed 4 knots
13.00 Anholt lost below horizon
14.13 wind backed course 060 M, tacked course 190 M
14.51 D2 buoy identified
15.00 Kullen peninsula sighted
15.50 speed 4 knots
17.30 speed 2.3 knots
18.08 Lysegrund sighted
18.20 Kullen lost
18.30 Hesselo sighted
23.03 anchored north of Hessel0

We decided to set off and see what happened to the wind
direction. Being realistic we accepted that probably we were
not going to get to Sweden. For a while we were able to hold a
good course and speed. Unfortunately at about 14.00 we
realised we would end up much too far north, if we went to
Sweden. We might then have had difficulty getting back to
Denmark. We looked at the alternatives on the other tack and
found the island of Hesseld on our course. We were not sure
whether we would be able to anchor there as it was marked as a
nature reserve. But we decided to give it a try.

As the wind dropped we decided to cook supper under way. We
passed Lysegrund, an isolated rock with off-lying shoals,
while it was still light. In the distance we could see two
yachts anchored off Hesselp. We had to beat towards Hesselo as
darkness fell. We were helped in by a bright moon; but
hindered.by the wind suddenly picking up. We creamed into the
anchorage and dropped the hook. We were in bed by 00.10.

DISTANCE SAILED 52 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 31.5 MILES
ANHOLT TO HESSELI
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SATURDAY AUGUST 4TH.

WIND FORCE 3/4 SW

We watched the people from one of the other yachts go ashore.
People were also arriving by small plane, it skimmed over our
mast and landed on a rough runway, in front of us. We
therefore decided to land and explore. We moved Lantana into a
sandy bay so could wade ashore. The island was covered in
woods filled with wild deer. They seemed to be totally
unconcerned by our presence. After we had wandered all over
the place we met a lady driving a tractor. She told us in a
very friendly manner that the island was closed to the public,
except the foreshore. The people we had seen arriving were
renting accomodation on the island. Since by then we had seen
the island we returned to Lantana. We had a swim and lunch
before leaving. The people from the other yacht told us there
was an old British fort on the island, dating back to a battle
against the Danes in the 16th century.

Given the wind direction, we set off close hauled for
Ebeltoft. Once we passed the end of Sjaellands Odde we lost
the lee of the land. The seas became very rough and confused.
We debated whether we really wanted to continue thrashing into
this for the next seven hours. We decided "no" and tacked. We
were now heading for Odden. Finding the harbour against the
darkening land was not easy from a distance. As usual though,
when we closed the land it all became clear. We sailed into
the harbour at 21.10. We tied up to a pontoon with lines to
stern posts. We found a kiosk on the harbour side where we had
a large plate of fish and chips washed down by what turned out
to be a rather larger Tuborg than we had intended. We rolled
back to Lantana and sunk into oblivion.

DISTANCE SAILED 37 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 20 MILES
HESSEL9 TO ODDEN
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SUNDAY AUGUST 5TH.

WIND FORCE 5/6 W NW

There were no harbour dues and no Harbour Master. Showers cost
1 Kr and were very welcome. we got going slowly and tried to
track down some charts as we had reached the end of ours.
Unfortunately the chandlery was shut so no luck. We listened
to the long range forecast and were depressed by lots of
mention of `kuling`. one of the other yachtsmen translated it
for us and tried to persuade us it did not sound too bad. A
couple hailed us from the harbour wall and we chatted for a
while. They then asked us if we would like to come round to
their yacht for a drink. We gladly accepted and were amazed to
find their yacht "Trip" was the 40 foot boat, that we had
quietly admired the evening before. We laughed as we
discovered that for rather different reasons, they had been
doing the same of us. We swapped sailing yarns and drank
Gammeldansk until we were feeling much more confident. We
mentioned our problem with the charts and they insisted that
we have two of theirs. Rather than having to wait until the
next day to get them. After that kindness we could hardly sit
cowering in our berth.

We left at 14.56 after a light lunch. We had one reef in the
main and the genoa. We were hit by a heavy squall at 15.20,
visibility dropped to 100 yards. We rapidly reefed again and
changed down to the jib. After that it felt much more
comfortable. We were heading for the island of Sejero and had
to find a couple of buoys marking a channel, Snekkelob,
through the reef off the end of Sjaellands Odde. The reef
looked less alarming than we had thought it might. We found
the passage alright, and had to tack coming through it as we
began to see the bottom. By continuing close hauled we could
just pass to the north of Sejero and then head down to the
harbour on the west side.

As we approached the north end of the island the wind picked
up to force 6 and the seas began to get quite heavy. We were
shipping a lot of water and not going fast enough for the self
bailers to work. We had changed over the helm after coming
through the pass. This meant that Brian was now in charge of
bailing. We had to hold our course to clear a west cardinal
off the end of the island. We were having difficulty doing so
as Lantana was now half full of water and becoming slow to.
respond to the helm. As the north westerly wind met the end of
the island there was a confused cross sea. The waves were up
to eight foot high and there were some breaking crests. The
water was coming in over both the windward and the leeward
side of the boat. Brian was bailing with both buckets but a



lot of the water was being blown straight back in. I was
trying to spill wind and keep up to wind as much as possible.
In the end we decided to cut inside the west cardinal and risk
the rocks off the point. This enabled us to free off a bit
which made controlling the boat easier. As we got rid of the
water we picked up speed and the self bailers began to work.
once we could see we were clear of the headland we came round
onto a run. In no time at all the boat was dry. We surfed down
the waves going at about 6 knots and soon arrived at the
harbour entrance. We had to tack into the harbour. We were
feeling too dazed to do more than tie up to a post initially.
When we stopped we realised how windy it was, the wind was
really howling in the rigging. We looked around for a
sheltered berth. A German family moved their boat so we could
fit into a protected berth beside them. People started
appearing on the pontoon and wanted a chat. All we wanted to
do was get our wet clothes off and get the kettle on. We soon
had the tent up and felt very snug.

Over the next few days we mulled over what had happened and
tried to learn from our experience. Our mistake was to assume
that because there would be no wind over tide effect that we
would only be contending with the wind. In fact the main
difficulty was the size of the seas. Because the wind was from
the north west it was catching the end of the island and the
seas were building up in the shallower water. We had expected
the reef off the end of Sjaellands Odde to be the main
problem. We were therefore perhaps too relaxed once we had got
through this. once we realised the state of the seas off the
end of the island, we should have turned and run down the east
coast, in the lee of the island. We were not keen on this at
the time as we did not want to loose all the distance we had
made to windward. we would have had to beat back to the
harbour from the south east end of the island, but the seas
would have been much easier. With the wisdom of hindsight that
is what we should have done. We felt a square bucket would be
better than our round buckets to bail with. We decided to
investigate fitting a larger bilge pump as our current one did
not make any impression on the water level. We did not at any
point feel that our lives were in danger; but we did feel that
we might be unable to empty the water, When we reached the
harbour we realised we were very lucky. We should not have put
Lantana at such risk. Next time we will think hard about
exposed weather headlands in such conditions.

DISTANCE SAILED 23 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 20 MILES
ODDEN TO SEJERO
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MONDAY AUGUST 6TH.

WIND FORCE 6/7 WNW

The sun shone but the wind whined eerily in the rigging. We
decided it would be a good day to explore dry land. We walked
into the village and found bicycles for hire at 30 Kr for the
day. Although they were not the most beautiful bikes we had
hired, they were in the best mechanical condition so far this
trip. We bought some provisions for lunch including some more
sild and headed off to explore the island. The church was
locked up so we could not look inside but it was impressive
from outside, with a commanding view seaward. We cycled to
the south east of the island and found an ancient burial
mound. We had lunch on a beach out of the wind, it was nice
and warm. We realised that yesterday we would have been able
to anchor here, in the lee of the island and have been totally
protected. Then we continued on round the island and finished
up at the light house on the north western tip. From the
safety of the land the seas did not look as dramatic as they
had yesterday. It may have been that with more westing in the
wind the waves were not hitting the point so directly. We
ended the day sitting by the village duck pond eating a large
Danish pastry. Very pastoral.

As we planned our next day's passage, we listened to the wind
still howling in the rigging. one of the disadvantages of
having the harbour on the side of the prevailing wind. A
German yachtsman said the 20.50 forecast was WNW force 5. We
wrote down the courses for various different destinations in
our waterproof notebook. That way we would be able to change
our plans after leaving if the conditions warranted it. we
hoped to head either west or south west.

DISTANCE CYCLED 12 MILES
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TUESDAY AUGUST 7TH.

WIND NW 4/5

We set off at 10.05 with our hearts in our mouths. Two reefs
in the main and the jib seemed appropriate. We were not the
only people who seemed to be over-reacting, everyone else was
heavily reefed as well. We rapidly shook out one reef, then
changed up to the genoa. By 11.00 we were shaking out the
second reef. We had a gentle days sail beating to Langor
harbour on the north end of Samso. Langor is a beautiful land
locked natural harbour. The entrance from the east was
difficult to see until we were right upon it. Because we were
able to cut across the sand banks we were able to overtake a
48' motoring ketch and hold our lead.

We anchored in a sandy bay, then wandered into the harbour in
desperate need of tea-bags. Luckily there was a small shop and
we were able to buy some expensive Earl Grey tea-bags. The
harbour itself was full and three large square riggers were
confined to the outer wall. There was a large holding net in
the harbour full of thrashing fish. We watched a yacht trying
to back into a space beside it and get into a real mess. Brian
was hoping their propeller would hole the net and the fish
could escape.

It was a warm sunny evening and we were able to leave the tent
folded back until late. In the night the water level dropped
and we found ourselves on the bottom. We did not want to be
stuck in the morning. So we had to get out and reset the
anchors further out. It rained during the night so we were
pleased we had not left the tent off over night.

DISTANCE SAILED 28 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 18 MILES
SEJER@ TO SAMSO



WEDNESDAY AUGUST 8TH.

WIND FORCE 5/6 W
VERY WINDY,MIST,RAIN

We had planned to explore the rest of the large inland
harbour, but due to the poor visibility we abandoned that
idea. We decided to go and have a look outside. If it was too
windy we would come back. We left with two reefs and the jib
at 10.20. We set off at a spanking pace on a reach. We were in
the lee of Sams0 and wondered what it would be like when we
lost the protection. In the big gusts we were spilling wind
vigorously. We did not find the east cardinal off the end of
the island but located the northern one. We then started
beating towards Tunt, our chosen destination. It was cold and
wet and the sky looked very grey. We were shipping a lot of
water and realising it was going to be a long wet slog to
windward, we reconsidered our options. We tacked and headed
northwest but we were making quite a bit of leeway. We did not
think we could clear Helgenaes peninsula and it was difficult
keeping the boat upright. If we got a gust of wind and a large
wave at the same time we would be over. The seas were now
really large and lumpy. The rising wind was causing streaks on
the sea. Brian was on the helm. He gradually turned downwind
and we headed off towards Ebeltoft.

Lantana shook her skirts and off we surfed. We continued flat
out for 6 miles. The waves were between 9 and 12 foot high.
They picked us up from behind then we plunged down their
fronts. We began to submarine, so we both moved as far back as
we could. We kept the centreboard down and had the mainsail
fully out. (We could have dropped the main but this was an
experience not to be missed!) The waves were coming from the
port quarter and we were having to move around a lot to keep
the boat balanced.

It was the most exhilarating sail. We have never sailed
faster. It felt as if we were on the brink all the time. At
one point a larger yacht passed in front of us, occasionally
she disappeared behind the seas. They waved at us and we tried
to look as if we were enjoying ourselves. Once we got into the
lee of Helgenaes, we were able to drop the hook and relax over
a late lunch. Suddenly it was peaceful, an incredible contrast
to the last three hours.

We continued round the edge of the bay exploring. Then we
scooted across to Ebeltoft harbour on a broad reach. There are
three harbours at Ebeltoft. We got ourselves a little confused
and went into the Nordhavn. An official was gesticulating at
us from a pontoon. I made the mistake of doing what he wanted



before we had properly prepared and ended up ramming the
pontoon. I underestimated how much way we would still have on
as we turned down wind. We did not have time to get the stern
lines on and it was so windy that we then had difficulty
getting back to the posts, to attach the stern lines. After
heated discussion we rectified the situation.

After we had secured Lantana, we headed off on foot to have a
look at the rest of the harbour. We found most of the yachts
in the Skudehavn. All the excitement had made us quite hungry
and we had a second lunch to fill up the nooks and crannies.
We then walked up into the town. Very picturesque, cobbled
streets, attractively painted wooden houses. Lots of arts and
crafts shops, a wonderful glass shop. Back at the harbour, the
Harbour Master waived the charge as we were so small and had
been out in a "kuling". We had some difficulty making him
understand we had only sailed from Limfiord, not all the way
from England. As usual, we felt incompetent when people asked
us if we had sailed all the way from the UK in the Wayfarer.
If only we had the time ........ We rounded off the day with an
excellent meal in a seafood restaurant alongside the harbour.

DISTANCE SAILED 25 MILES DISTANCE MADE GOOD 20 MILES
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THURSDAY AUGUST 9TH.

We decided that rather than spend all day beating to Arhus we
would explore Ebeltoft. Then on Friday Brian would go back by
public transport to fetch the car and trailer. First he called
at the tourist office to check on the details. on the way back
he bought Danish pastries for breakfast. We spent the morning
exploring the town and shopping. We had run out of methylated
spirit for preheating our Optimus stove. We discovered that it
was called `sprit" and that you could not buy it from the
chemist. Eventually we found that it is sold in supermarkets.
What put us off initially was that `sprit` was clear rather
than purple and had a very pungent smell. In fact it was
described as denatured alcohol rather than methylated. The
first time we used it we were very wary but it seemed to do
the job alright.

In the afternoon we wanted to hire bicycles. We had difficulty
finding any, there were none at the harbour. In the town we
found a cycle shop with bicycles, but until persuaded by a
helpful lady in the travel agents they were not keen to hire.
We cycled to the coast east of Ebeltoft and had lunch on a
sheltered beach. The wind was still blowing hard from the
west. We continued northwards after lunch through delightful
countryside. On the advice of the lady in the tourist office
we found a nice route. We passed through a heavily wooded area
with beautiful lakes sparkling in the sun and then returned to
Ebeltoft on a disused railway track. This was the railway line
that I had seen on the chart. I had suggested to Brian that he
would be able to use it to get back to Struer! We treated
ourselves to a final meal out in the local Kro (the Danish
equivalent of an Inn) - Huge helpings of superb fish in true
Danish style.

DISTANCE CYCLED 27 MILES



FRIDAY AUGUST 10TH.

Brian was up early to catch the 07.00 bus to Arhus. We had the
first heavy downpour of the holiday as he was sprinting from
the bus station to the train station. He then took the train
to Struer. He was relieved to find the car and trailer safe
and well. While he was fetching the car and trailer I tidied
up the boat and lazed about. When it stopped raining I
visited the frigate "Jylland" that was being rebuilt in a dry
dock north of the harbour. She was built for the Danish navy
in 1860 and had sails and an engine. She displaced 2,450 tons
and was 71 m long.

Brian was back with the car by 13.30 and we moved Lantana to
the steep concrete slip. Retrieval was not going to be easy.
To help, we unloaded all the gear so the boat would be as
light as possible. At the base of the slip there was a
floating hinged wooden ramp. One had to push the launch
trolley off the end of the ramp to get Lantana on to it. We
then had to keep the boat positioned right while we used the
car to pull the launch trolley back over the end of the ramp.
The clutch did not like it. We had not seen any British people
all holiday but a whole family arrived at the critical moment
just to watch. The Harbour Master was very helpful and gave us
a hand. There was no charge for the use of the slip.

After loading the car we set off homeward and managed to get
as far as Kolding before finding a campsite for the night.

SATURDAY AUGUST 11TH-SUNDAY AUGUST 12TH.

We continued early the next morning and drove on into Germany
where we visited relatives. At 04.00 the following morning, we
continued our journey through Germany and into Holland. We
took the 12.00 ferry back from Hook of Holland to Harwich.

TOTAL DISTANCE SAILED 433.5 MILES
TOTAL DISTANCE MADE GOOD 310.5 MILES
TOTAL DISTANCE CYCLED 55 MILES
TOTAL DISTANCE DRIVEN 1517 MILES



OBSERVATIONS.

We had a marvellous holiday. We shall definitely be going back
to see the rest of the area. We feel that it is an ideal place
to cruise a Wayfarer. You can choose between sheltered and
open water. Do not underestimate how rough the sea can get in
these relatively shallow waters.

The Danish are hospitable, friendly and helpful people but not
quite as outgoing as the Dutch. We would have been happier
with a better system of obtaining the shipping forecast. I
think the German forecast offers the best solution. The Danish
charts are good but get them all when you find them.

Because of all the warnings about biting insects we were well
prepared. In fact we had very little trouble, but I think we
were just lucky. The weather was excellent but then there was
a heat wave in UK as well! The threat of very expensive food
and drink meant we took a lot with us. in fact the prices did
not seem too much worse than here, except when one was on an
isolated island.

The public transport system is much better than in this
country. Getting back to your car and trailer is therefore not
difficult. We would recommend it as it enables you to sail
further afield. Despite promising ourselves downwind sailing
we spent most of the time going to windward. This is the
reason why we decided to estimate the distance we actually
sailed each day. We hope this was reasonably accurate. As we
were sailing long tacks we were able to measure it from the
chart quite easily.

Although there is not much tide there were times when the
level changed. This is worth remembering if you do not want to
get stuck somewhere; or if the bottom is dubious. Everywhere
we wanted to anchor, a sandy bottom was available. We took our
CQR and our folding grapnel. You need at least four mooring
lines and two of them need to be of good length. ours are 8.5
metres. This is so you can reach the stern posts and bring
your lines back on board.

We did not take our inflatable dinghy. Without the tidal
problems we were able to wade to and from the boat. We did not
bother to pull the boat up the beach although we did have the
rollers with us if we had wanted to do so. We find the
inflatable rollers double as fenders. You need plenty of
fenders for the harbours.
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BOAT FIRST AID BINOCULARS

MAST SEWING KIT SALT/PEPPER

BOOM SAIL REPAIR KIT EGG CUPS

FLOOR BOARDS FOG HORN STERGENE

CENTRE BOARD HAMMOCKS 2 PEGS

RUDDER D?tNCf PLUG

TILLER T1NTLITO HOSE PIPE

FORE HATCH PLAETIC CARS STRING BAG

AFT HATCH BOAT COMPASS TEA

MAIN SAIL HAND COMPASS COFFEE

GENOA STOP WATCH SUGAR

JIB VENTIMETER DRIED MILK

SPINNAKER BOAT BOX 2 LONG LIFE

BOAT COVER TOOLS BUCKET MUESLI

SPRAY DODGER TOOLS BDH CRUNCH

DROGUE BOAT REPAIR KIT CUP A SOUPS

MAIN SHEET BOAT TENT PASTA

SHEETS LAND TENT RICE

OARS 2 SAILING KNIVES 2 SMASH

PADDLE 1 KARRIMATS 2 CORNED BEEF

ROWLOCKS 3 SLEEPING BAGS 2 VESTA 2

WHISKER POLE BAG LINERS 2 HOT CAN/DISH

SPINNAKER POLE CUSHIONS 2 ORANGE SQUASH

SAIL BATTENS THERMOS 2 ORANGE JUICE

BURGEE CHOPPING BOARD 1 LITRE BOTTLE

BOOM CRUTCH KETTLE CAKE

STONE PICK TEA POT FRUIT

FENDERS 4 FIRE EXTINGUISHER NIBBLES

BOAT ROLLERS 3 TOASTER & HOLDER BISCUITS

CQR & WARP PLATES 2 WHISKY

FISHERMAN'S . BOWLS 2 WINE BOX

GRAPNEL & WARP CUTLERY MILK BOTTLE

SPARE WARP/DRUM PLASTIC SPOON BOTTLE TOPS

SPARE SHROUDS WOODEN SPATULA PLASTIC BOTTLE

SPARE FORESTAY CHEESE CUTTER OIL & CONTAINER

BUCKETS 3 TIN/BOTTLE OPENER MARGE

BAILER SHARP KNIFE 2 YOGHURTS

SPONGE TEASPOON 2 BREAD

RADAR REFLECTOR THERMOS MUGS 2 LETTUCE

LOG/LEAD LINE WINE CUPS 2 CUCUMBER

FISHING GEAR WATER CONTAINER 2 TOMATOES

FLARES BILLY CAN 3 ONIONS

LARCE RADIO- FRYING PAN SARDINES

SMALL RADIO WASHING UP LIQUID MILK

VHF DISH CLOTH MARMALADE

LARGE TORCH 2 SCOURER JAM

SMALL TORCH 2 DRYING UP CLOTH

HEAD TORCH OVEN GLOVE

SPARE BATTERIES KITCHEN ROLL

SPARE FILM LOO ROLL POTATO PEELER

CAMERA NIKON LIGHTER BUOYANCY PAD

CAMERA PENTAX MATCHES 3 LAND ANCHORS



MOSQUITO REPELLANT SIT A PONS 2
SURVIVAL BAGS 2 PASSPORTS

MOSQUITO COILS LIFE JACKETS 2 SSR

SUN TAN OIL HARNESSES 2 BOAT INSURANCE

LIFE LINES 2 GREEN CARD

WADERS Elll HEALTH

BARBECUE GRILL BOOTS 2 EUROCHEQUES

FIRE LIGHTERS DECK HOES- 2 " CARD

TRAINERS 2 CURRENCY

YELLOWS 4 CUSTOMS F0RM

SMALL RUCKSACKS 2 NECK TOWELS 4 HELMSMANS CERT

CLING FILM GLOVES 4 VHF CERT

PLASTIC BAGS HATS 4 YHA CARDS

RUBBISH BAGS SUNHATS 2 DRIVING

LICENCE
DUSTBIN LINERS SUNGLASSES 2

FLAG HALYARD

B CLOTHES C COURTESY FLAGS

TILLEY LAMP TROUSERS DENMARK/SWEDEN

TILLEY SPARES SWEATERS GERMANY

OPTIMUS STOVE FIBREPILE TOP RED ENSIGN

METHS CONTAINER " DOTTOM ENSIGN STAFF

PARAFFIN CONTAINERS 3 SOCKS THIN Q FLAG

METHS WICK 2 " THICK

GAZ BURNER PANTS
HANKIES TICKETS

PILOT BOOKS SHORTS PHRASE BOOKS

WIERE Tu LAUtNuC SHIRT LONG NOVELS

ARTICLES T SHIRTS NOTEBOOK

AL44AR*- SWIMSUIT
CHARTS TOWEL LIGHT

TIDAL ATLAS " PROPER
MAPS ANORAKS

CHART COVER THERMALS

CHART BOARD SWEATER SHORT SLEEVED

DIVIDERS
PORTLAND PLOTTER WASH KIT

WATERPROOF PAD SHAVER TRAILING BOX

SPIRIT WIPES SPARE WHEEL TRAILER

PENCILS " TROLLEY

WATERPROOF PENS FOOT PUMP

CHINA GRAPH PENCILS CYCLE LOCKS

-AcETATES

CHEQUE BOOK

PRECIOUS BOX BARCLAY CARD

COOL BAG ACCESS CARD

STERLING CASH
ADDRESS BOOK

PENS


